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Figure 1: Proposed hierarchical planning framework and bipedal navigation in a partially observable environment with dynamic obstacles.

I. MOTIVATION

As robots become ubiquitous in real-life workspaces, rea-
soning about mobility safety at both task and motion planning
levels is imperative. Navigation safety and obstacle avoidance
in mobile robots [1], as well as balancing safety in legged
locomotion [2], have been widely explored in the locomotion
literature. However, the field lacks literature exploring safety
from both levels for legged locomotion, due to the inherent
challenge of guaranteeing safe execution of high-level com-
mands in hybrid and underactuated systems such as bipedal
robots. To this end, we have proposed a hierarchical planning
framework that integrates safety for the high-level task planner
and low-level motion planner cohesively by encoding the low-
level dynamics into the high-level task specification design
[3]. To account for real world scenarios, the robot operates in
a partially observable environment, where it can only locate
dynamic obstacle within a local visible range. In this work,
we target locomotion planning for a Cassie bipedal robot in
the presence of uneven terrain and dynamic obstacles with
multi-level safety guarantees.

II. METHOD

We design a coherent hierarchically planning structure using
a combined top-down and bottom-up approach depicted in
Fig. 1. We synthesize a high-level task planner, consisting of
navigation and action planners, offline by constructing a two-
player game between the robot and its possibly adversarial
environment that is governed by temporal-logic specifications.
The navigation planner uses a belief abstraction to reason
about the possible locations of out-of-sight dynamic obstacles
to generate a safe navigation strategy, while the action planner
generates feasible actions at each locomotion step that guaran-
tee the desired walking step transitions in the navigation game.
A keyframe decision-maker then chooses viable keyframe

states online through a sampling-based optimization, namely
apex velocities that guarantee balancing safety and lateral
tracking of high-level waypoints. At the low level, a phase-
space motion planner generates locomotion trajectories using
the keyframe states from a reduced-order model. Properties
of the low-level safe keyframe policy are incorporated into
the high-level specification design to guarantee that only safe
actions are chosen. A nonlinear program based gait library is
then implemented to generate optimal whole-body trajectories
for Cassie. We evaluate the performance of the proposed
framework by synthesizing a navigation plan for a package de-
livery task in a partially observable environment with dynamic
obstacles (see Fig. 1). In the proposed framework, the robot
actively avoids collisions with dynamic obstacles by either
steering away or coming to a stop.

III. ONGOING WORKS

Our current work focuses on the following: (i) online
integration between the high-level task planner and the low-
level motion planner to allow for task-level re-planning. (ii)
Recoverability capture basin computation in the phase-space
planning layer to design robust trajectories in the presence of
environmental perturbations. (iii) Joint belief abstraction for
multiple dynamic obstacles without significant computational
cost increase.
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